
Role
Great Britain Coach/Assistant Coach

Location
London

Contract type
Part-time, Voluntary

Closing Date
Thursday 9th November 2023

Overview
After our most successful World Cup campaign to date, Great Britain Tag Rugby is seeking multiple
dedicated, engaging and confident coaches for the next Tag World Cup cycle. Successful applicants will
find themselves at the leading edge of tag rugby in the UK, taking a frontline role with the programme as
part of an inclusive, innovative and highly motivated environment. The challenge for Great Britain Tag
Rugby is to scale even greater heights on the journey to the next World Cup and the new Head and
Assistant Coaches will be a fundamental part of realising this ambition.

Responsibilities
● Work as either a Head or Assistant Coach to deliver fortnightly Sunday training sessions for one

of the Great Britain sides
● Form successful working relationships with the Head or Assistant Coach and Team Manager also

assigned to your team
● Attend Great Britain trials and selection meetings to lead on selection of your team’s training

squad, adhering to GBTR eligibility rules and selection criteria
● Attend the UK Tag Nationals and periodically visit Try Tag Rugby leagues and tournaments to

scout new talent (can be as a player)
● Contribute to the planning of long-term training programmes to assist with the format of weekly

sessions
● Devise new and innovative training drills and games to get the best out of your players
● Track training performance to fairly select the most deserving players to represent Great Britain at

international tournaments
● Provide constructive feedback to your players and be approachable to questions they will have
● Work collaboratively with all coaches across the other Great Britain sides to ensure best practice

across the programme and arrange inter-GB training matches
● Work with the Great Britain Programme Director to develop and maintain an overall vision that

inspires and empowers the players within the programme
● Liaise with the Great Britain Programme Director about the progress of the team and set

seasonal and tournament based targets
● Uphold the spirit and letter of Great Britain Tag Rugby’s Player and Coach Code of Conduct in

training and competition

Applying
To submit an application please email willshepherd@trytagrugby.com by Thursday 9th November 2023
with your relevant experience and a brief cover letter detailing what you will bring to the role.
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